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Introduction
This was the twelfth paper for IAL Business. The performance since the last series has been

comparable with the vast majority of candidates able to complete the paper in the time allocated.

There has been an improvement in the levels of evaluation and use of context which is very

pleasing. Application is still an area which candidates can improve on and they must ensure that

they are not simply using the name of the business as application or copying out large chunks of

the evidence – it must be used within the answer and not ‘standalone’ as examiners often see.

SECTION A

Supported multiple choice (SMC) questions are designed to assess a candidate’s ability to

demonstrate knowledge and understanding, application, analysis and/or evaluation.

Candidates can only access 3 marks for part (b) if they have part (a) correct.

Candidates are able to gain 1 knowledge mark for a definition which is defined in the Mark

Scheme for each question.

Candidates are able to gain up to 2 marks for a full explanation of the distracters.

Candidates MUST explain why their answer for part (a) is correct to be able to access all 3 marks

for part (b).

Candidates must explain WHY the distracters are incorrect rather than just repeating them or

defining them.

No marks will be awarded to those answers in part (b) for those candidates who simply lift or

paraphrase any of the statements A-D.
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Question 1 

Many candidates have clearly understood this question with many able to get the correct answer

for part (a). Examiners were looking for a definition of profits (TR-TC). Many candidates simply

repeated the stem or their answer for part (a) rather than explain why this was the correct answer.

Examiners rewarded candidates for trying to link back to why an increase in competition may result

in a fall in demand and therefore a fall in profits for Cathay Pacific. For the distracters, examiners

were looking for why these were incorrect rather than definitions such as a strong economic

climate may result in higher incomes and therefore an increase in demand for flights.
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This scored all 3 marks for part (b) - there is a

definition of profits, an explanation why an

increase in 'choice' may result in lower sales and a

fully developed explanation of distracter C.

Try and define the term key for the knowledge

mark and you are allowed to explain 2 distracters

to gain additional marks.
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Question 2 

Many candidates have been able to score full marks for part (a) so could access all 3 marks for part

(b). Candidates could be awarded 1 mark for a correct definition or formula for capacity utilisation.

The formula had to be correct to score the mark. Candidates who only showed the workings

without a definition or formula could only score a maximum of 2 marks for part (b). For the

application marks, candidates just needed to show the calculation. Candidates did not have to

explain the result - just show the calculation and the definition/formula.

This response scored all 3 marks for part (b). There

is a correct formula (note that examiners only

accepted output and not capacity) and then the

workings are given to show how 60% was the

correct answer.
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Always write the formula or definition otherwise

you will not be able to score all 3 marks for part

(b). You do not need to explain the result, but just

show how you arrived at your answer for part (a).
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Question 3 

This has proved to be a popular question with many candidates getting part (a) correct. Many

candidates were able to correctly define span of control for 1 mark. For additional marks,

candidates had to show how having a narrow span of control could benefit BP in terms of

managers having less employees to supervise. For the distracters, examiners were looking for why

they were incorrect and not just for definitions. Many candidates just gave definitions for the

distracters which is not enough and examiners needed to know why these were incorrect.
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This response scored 3 marks for part (b). There is

an accurate definition of span of control and then

there is further development of why this would

allow for closer supervision of employees and a

possible benefit - gaining all 3 marks for the

correct answer. This response also has 2

distracters fully explained and there is more than

enough here for full marks for part (b).

If in doubt, explain another distracter as this may

give you an additional mark.
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Question 4 

Some candidates have been able to score full marks for part (a) but many candidates incorrectly

gave a range of distracters as the correct answer. Examiners were looking for a definition of design

mix and this had to contain references to aesthetics, function and economic manufacturer to gain

the mark. Examiners awarded 1 mark for references to that the door opening meant that the door

was not fit for purpose and many candidates simply repeated their answer for part (a) rather than

giving reasons why this was correct. Examiners did allow 1 mark for either Kaizen or efficiency as

not being part of the design mix.
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This response scored 3 marks and was a great

response in that it had an accurate definition of

the design mix, gave fully developed reasons why

the answer was function, as well as explanations of

the other distracters.

Try and use the context in the question to help you

formulate your response. Often this will help you

gain distracters marks.
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Question 5 

Many candidates got part (a) of this question wrong. The definition mark was for defining adverse

variance rather than budget or variance and many candidates misread the question and gave

definitions of a favourable variance or thought that the business had sold more than they had

budgeted for. Similar to Question 1, some candidates simply repeated their answer from part (a)

and examiners wanted to know reducing inventory levels would help reduce the adverse variance.

Again, candidates had to fully explain the distracters and say why they were incorrect.
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This scored 3 marks and the response gives an

accurate definition of adverse variance. The

candidate clearly understands why the business

needs to reduce inventory levels and why

distracter D is incorrect and would make the

situation worse.

Do not define all the key words - look for the main

concept being tested and this will indicate what the

key term will be which needs to be defined.
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Question 6 

Many candidates got part (a) of this question wrong, so they were only able to access 2 marks for

part (b). Many candidates confused Theory X and Theory Y and very few could link the correct

answer to a reduction on labour turnover. Some candidates were able to gain definition marks for

an understanding of Theory Y, but again, many candidates just repeated their answer from part (a)

rather than fully explain why this would result in lower labour turnover.
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This response scored all 3 marks for the correct

answer and did not use any distracters to again

additional marks. The answer is tied back to the

question and the response clearly explains the

correct answer.

If you are confident about the correct answer, then

fully explain it as you can gain all 3 marks if it is

detailed enough but if in doubt, always explain at

least 1 distracter.
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Question 7 

This was marked using a points-based mark scheme with knowledge = 2 marks, application = 2

marks and analysis = 2 marks. Examiners awarded 2 knowledge marks for an accurate definition of

niche market. The knowledge marks could also be awarded for giving any plausible benefit.

Application means using the evidence provided in the case study. Many candidates simply copied

out large chunks of the evidence and it has to be used in order to gain the marks. For analysis,

examiners were looking for consequences – linking to things such as increased profits or less

competition resulting in higher sales. On the whole, this was well answered and there were some

good analytical points made.
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This scored all 6 marks and there is good use of

the evidence embedded in each of the benefits

rather than 'standalone' and not linked to either

the knowledge or analysis marks.

Make sure you give 2 separate benefits and use

different application for each benefit rather than

the same application point.
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Question 8 (a) 

Examiners allowed 2 knowledge marks for either a definition of quality assurance systems or for

giving two separate benefits to Marks and Spencer (M&S). Many candidates gave both a definition

and a reason. Application was not was well embedded on this question and many candidates

copied out the paragraph on quality systems from Evidence A rather than use it in their response.

For analysis, examiners were looking for a consequence of having quality assurance systems –

linking to things such as increased sales/profits/brand image/no waste/satisfied customers/repeat

purchases/customer loyalty. On the whole, this has been done well by most candidates.
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This response scored 6 marks and was very

detailed indeed. There is great use of application

and it is not simply copied from the case study.

Great analytical comments as well. Well done!

Make sure you fully develop your analytical

comments so that they are not simply repeating

the knowledge - there must be a consequence

(usually positive) as to why a business does

something.
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Question 8 (b) 

This question asked for 2 benefits of M&S changing its product portfolio and was marked

knowledge =1, application =1 and analysis =1 per reason. The 2 knowledge marks could also be

awarded for either a definition of product portfolio or for giving 2 reasons. Application was better

on this question with many able to use the information from the evidence about how often M&S

changed its food and clothing ranges. For analysis, examiners were looking for references about

how this benefits - such as impact on sales/revenues/profits or market share.
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This scored all 6 marks and is an example of a

response which does not use any definition, but

gives the reasons why M&S changes its product

portfolio every year. Again, good use of application

for each reason.

Application is NOT the name of the business. Think

about what the business sells and this can be used

as application.
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Question 9 (a) 

This was marked with the following AOs: knowledge =1 mark, application = 1 mark and analysis = 2

marks. As in previous papers, the 1 knowledge mark is only awarded for the benefit and not for a

definition of marketing objective. Examiners accepted a range of benefits such as giving a focus to

the business, motivating employees and giving a target to reach. Application could be related to the

fact M&S ‘we're going back to basics’ or any relevant application to the clothing M&S sells. The 2

analysis marks were awarded for the consequence of having an objective in terms of improvement

in sales or developing new ranges of clothing which would suit its core customers better.

This scored 4 marks and was just one way of

achieving the marks. Examiners accepted any valid

benefits to M&S of having a marketing objective.

Do not define the key term for Q9(a) - the

knowledge mark will always be for the reason,

benefit or disadvantage being asked for.
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Question 9 (b) 

For the levels of response questions (9(b), 10 and 11), there had to be context to access Level 4

otherwise top Level 3 was awarded. If there was Analysis but no context, then top Level 2 was

awarded. Using the name of the company – M&S or any context from the stem was not classed as

application or context. Evidence C had plenty of data which could be used for this question in terms

of the profit figures over time. For this question, examiners were looking for analysis in the form of

importance of profit in terms of what it could be used for. Level 3 had to be in context and marks

were awarded according to the quality of the response. Analysis with no context was restricted to

Level 2 – 4 marks only. Evaluation had to be in context to enter Level 4 and many candidates

referred to the fact that Evidence A stated that M&S had other objectives apart from profit which

may also be important to its success in the market. Evaluation with context on one side only was

awarded 7 marks and evaluation with context on both sides was awarded 8 marks. Evaluation with

no context could only achieve Level 3 – 6 marks.
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This scored 8 marks and has evaluation with

context on BOTH sides.

Application is crucial for the evaluation questions.

You will restrict your mark if you don't

contextualise your answer. This question is only 8

marks so the evaluation does not have to as

detailed as Q10 and Q11. One point per side will

do!
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Question 10 

Many candidates were able to use the evidence to explain how M&S could reduce the prices of its

clothing and homeware to increase revenue. There was some good use of evidence and a one-

sided response could access Level 3.As in all levels of response questions, if context was missing,

then this restricted the level the candidate could reach. There had to be context to enter Level 4

and marks were awarded in this level according to the quality of the evaluation. Evaluation could be

references to the PED of the clothing and homeware products as to how effective this strategy

would be. Many candidates correctly evaluated the impact on branding and quality if prices were

reduced and that this may in fact reduce revenue, rather than increase it for M&S. Overall, this

question was popular with candidates with many getting into Level 3.
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This is superb example of a response which scored

full marks - 12 marks. There is plenty of application

throughout the response and a conclusion really

sums up the situation M&S finds itself in.

You can score full marks without having to write

reams and reams. This response is balanced and

has good use of context and manages to answer

the question in the space provided. Examiners will

always look for quality not quantity.
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Question 11 

This was also a levels of response question and was the highest mark question on the paper. Again,

there had to be context to enter Level 4. Many candidates were able to provide analysis in context

and were able to show how flexible working practices benefitted M&S so accessed Level 3.

Examiners saw a wide range of flexible working covered from Evidence D and the key was for

candidates to show how these positively affected M&S in terms of staff retention, motivation and

customer service. For the counter argument, examiners were looking for the costs involved or the

disadvantages to M&S of having part time or job sharing roles in the business. In order to access

high Level 4 marks – more depth and discussion in context is needed by candidates. More able

candidates did actually state how the extent to which M&S profits and sales would be affected by

having a range of flexible working practices. Candidates did not have to cover all the different

flexible working practices to access Level 4 and it was more the quality of the evaluation rather than

the number covered.
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This response scored 12 marks and showed a

depth of understanding and good use of

application on both sides of the argument. There

was a good conclusion which tried to consider the

overall benefits versus the costs of offering things

such as the helpline service.

Try to give a final conclusion which does not simply

repeat earlier points made.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Read the supported multiple choice questions carefully in terms of most likely and least likely.

Many candidates did not spend enough time doing this and did not fully develop their reasons as

to why distracters are incorrect.

Contextualise responses both in Section A and Section B. This is particularly important for Section

B where Level 4 can only be accessed if the response is in context.

Pay attention to the command words - assess and evaluate are largely ignored and this will

restrict marks to Level 3.

Use business concepts rather than generic ‘common sense’ answers.

Read and use the evidence provided - it is there for a reason.

Show your working for any calculation questions and include the % signs and + or – signs where

necessary.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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